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Abstract
It is shown that any free Stone algebra is a weak boolean product of free bounded distributive
lattices. This generalizes previous results on nitely generated free Stone algebras. c© 2000
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Free Stone algebras have been described by several authors [2,7,10] (see also [1]).
In particular, in [2,10] the following is proved.
Theorem 0.1. Let n be an integer >0. For each Y  In=f0; : : : ; n−1g; let FD(Y ) be
the free distributive lattice with jY j free generators; and let FD01 (Y )=f0Y g[FD(Y )[
f1Y g; where 0Y <x< 1Y for all x 2 FD(Y ). (If Y is empty FD01 (Y )= f0Y ; 1Y g:) Let
L=
Q
Y  In FD01 (Y ). Then L is the free Stone algebra with n free generators.
Our aim in this paper is to show that the above representation theorem is still
valid for free Stone algebras with innitely many generators provided that nite direct
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products be replaced by weak boolean products. More precisely, we shall prove the
following:
Theorem 0.2. Let X be a set. Then the free Stone algebra with jX j free generators
is isomorphic to a weak boolean product of the family (FD01 (Y ): Y 2 2X ) over the
Cantor space 2X .
The ideas involved in the proof of this result are dierent from the ones used by
other authors to describe free Stone algebras, and they also provide a new proof of
Theorem 0.1.
In Section 1 we introduce the necessary background material, and we prove
Theorem 0.2 in Section 2.
2. Preliminaries
We recall that a Stone algebra is an algebra hA;^;_; ;?;>i of type h2; 2; 1; 0; 0i,
such that hA;^;_;?;>i is a distributive lattice with smallest element ? and greatest
element >, for each a 2 A, a is the pseudocomplement of a, (i.e., x^a=? i x6a),
and the following Stone identity holds:
x _ x =>:
As usual, we are going to denote a Stone algebra by its universe. We assume that
the reader is familiar with the basic properties of Stone algebras, as presented in [1]
or [6].
We recall that the class of Stone algebras is a variety, which is generated by the
three-element Stone algebra C=f?; a;>g, with the lattice structure given by the linear
order ?<a<>, a => =? and ? =>.
In what follows, the varieties of Stone algebras, distributive lattices, distributive
lattices with smallest element, distributive lattices with greatest element and distributive
lattices with smallest and greatest elements will be denoted by S, D, D0, D1 and D01,
respectively.
With each Stone algebra A are associated the sets
B(A) := fx 2 A : x = xg
and
Dens(A) := fx 2 A: x =?g:
It follows that B(A) is a subalgebra of A which is a boolean algebra. More precisely,
it is the boolean algebra of all complemented elements of the underlying lattice of
A, and for each z 2B(A), z is the complement of z. Moreover, the correspondence
x 7! x is a retract from A onto B(A) [1, VIII, Section 7, Theorem 1 (v), 6, II,
Section 6, Example 8].
It is plain that hDens(A);_;^;>i 2 D1.
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A lattice L is said to be dense provided that L 2 D0 and its smallest element is meet
irreducible. A Stone algebra is called dense i its underlying lattice is dense.
Note that a Stone algebra A is dense i Dens(A) = Anf?g i B(A) = f?;>g.
Given a partially ordered set P, we denote by 1 P the ordinal sum of a singleton
f?g and P. In other words, we add the element ? 62 P as a new smallest element.
Analogously we dene P  1.
Given L 2 D1, we denote by (L) the Stone algebra whose underlying lattice is
1  L. We have that x = ? for each x 2 L and ? = >. Hence (L) is a dense
Stone algebra and Dens((L)) = L. As a matter of fact, one can see that  estab-
lishes an equivalence between the category D1 of upper bounded distributive lattices
and >-preserving homomorphisms and the category DS of dense Stone algebras and
homomorphisms.
The following lemma belongs to the folklore of Stone algebras.
Lemma 1.1. Given a Stone algebra A and a lter F of B(A); the relation
F =fha; bi 2 A2: a ^ c = b ^ c for some c 2 Fg
is a congruence relation on A. Moreover; if F is a prime lter (or ultralter) of B(A);
then A= F is a dense Stone algebra. More precisely; one has that
1. Dens(A=F) = A=F nf?=Fg;
2. B(A=F) = f?=F ;>=Fg.
We will write A=F in place of A=F and a=F in place of a=F for all a 2 A.
For each boolean algebra B, we are going to denote by Sp B the set of prime lters
of B endowed with the Stone topology.
A weak boolean product of a family (Ax: x 2 X ) of algebras over a boolean space
X is a subdirect product A of the given family such that the following conditions hold:
(a) if a; b 2 A, then <a= b= = fx 2 X : a(x) = b(x)g is open;
(b) if a; b 2 A and Z is a clopen in X , then ajZ [ bjXnZ 2 A.
An algebra A is representable as a weak boolean product when it is isomorphic to
a weak boolean product.
The name weak boolean product is borrowed from Dobbertin et al. [5]. As explained
in [3], weak boolean products are the global sections of (not necessarily Hausdor)
sheaves of algebras over boolean spaces.
From Lemma 1.1, it follows (cf. [8, Section 8:4], [5, p. 85], [4,9, 4:34]):
Lemma 1.2. For every nontrivial Stone algebra A the correspondence
a 7! (a=P)P2Sp B(A)
gives a representation of A as a weak boolean product of the family
(A=P: P 2 SpB(A))
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over the boolean space Sp B(A). Moreover; any other representation of A as a weak
boolean product of a family of dense Stone algebras is equivalent to the above
representation.
3. Proof of the main theorem
In the sequel, we will use the following notation: Given a variety V and a cardinal
, the free algebra in V with  free generators will be denoted by FV() or by
FV(X ) when we want to make explicit the set X of free generators.
Remark 2.1. It is well known and easy to verify that for each cardinal > 0 one has
that FD0 ()=1FD(), FD1 ()=FD0 ()1 and FD01 ()=1FD1 ()=FD0 ()1
(see, for instance, [1, V Section 3, Example 2]).
The following known result (see [7, Theorem 2 (i)]) is an easy consequence of the
fact that the mapping x 7! x is a retract from FS(X ) onto B(FS(X )) (taking into
account that FS(;) = f?;>g).
Theorem 2.2. B(FS(X )) is the free boolean algebra over the set X =fx: x 2 X g;
and jX j= jX j.
Corollary 2.3. If X 6= ;; then the correspondence
U 7! YU = fx 2 X : x 2 Ug
is a bijection from the set of ultralters of B(FS(X )) into the power set of X . The
inverse mapping is given by
Y 7! UY = ultralter of B(FS(X ))
generated by Y  [ fx: x 2 X nYg:
Observe that by Theorem 2.2, if X 6= ;, then every b 2 B(FS(X )) can be written
as follows:
b=
r_
l=1
 ^
x2Sl
x
!
^
0
@ ^
y2Tl
y
1
A ;
where Sl \ Tl = ; and
Sr
l=1(Sl [ Tl) is a nite subset of X .
Theorem 2.4. Let X 6= ; and b 2 B(FS(X )). Then the following properties hold:
1. For each z 2 X :
(a) b6z _ z i b6z;
(b) b6z implies b=?.
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2. The following conditions are equivalent for every z; t 2 X such that z 6= t:
(a) z ^ b= t ^ b;
(b) z ^ b= t ^ b=?;
(c) b6z ^ t.
Proof. (a) Clearly, it is sucient to prove that if S and T are nite subsets of X such
that S \ T = ;, then
d:=
^
x2S
x ^
^
y2T
y6z _ z i z 2 S:
The ‘if ’ part is trivial. To prove the ‘only if ’ assertion, suppose that z 62 S. Let C be
the three-element Stone algebra (see Section 2) and : X ! C be dened by
(x) =
? if x 2 S;
a if x 2 X nS:
Since
V
x2S (x)
 ^ Vy2T (y) = > and (z) _ (z) = a _ a<>, we have that
d 
 z _ z, because otherwise,  could not be extended to a homomorphism from
FS(X ) into C.
1(b) is an immediate consequence of 1(a).
(2) (a) implies (b) Assume that b =
Wr
l=1(
V
x2Sl x
) ^ (Vy2Tl y) is such that
z ^ b 6= ?, then there exist k, 16k6r such that z 62 Sk (because otherwise, b6z,
and z ^ b=?). If
: X ! C: x 7! (x) =
8<
:
? if x 2 Sk ;
> if x 62 Sk [ fzg;
a if x = z;
then
Wr
l=1(
V
x2Sl (x)
) ^ (Vy2Tl (y)) =>, and since t 6= z we have,
(z) ^ >= a ^ >= a;
(t) ^ >=
? ^>=? if t 2 Sk ;
> ^>=> if t 62 Sk ;
and  cannot be extended to a homomorphism. Thus z ^ b 6= t ^ b.
(b) implies (c) is an immediate consequence of the pseudocomplementation property,
and (c) implies (a) is trivial.
Corollary 2.5. If X 6= ;; then for each proper lter F of B(FS(X )) and for each
x; y 2 X; x 6= y; one has that
(i) x 62 >=F;
(ii) x F y i x; y 2 F;
(iii) if x; y 2 F; then x=F 6= y=F .
Proof. To prove (i), suppose that x 2 >=F . Then there is b 2 F such that x ^ b = b,
hence b6x. By 2.4.1.(b), b=?, which contradicts the assumption that F is proper.
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To prove (ii), suppose rst that x F y. This implies that there is b 2 F B(FS(X ))
such that x^b=y^b. Then by 2.4.2, b6x^y and x; y 2 F . The other implication
follows from the fact that x ^ (x ^ y) =?= y ^ (x ^ y).
To prove (iii), note that since F is proper, if x; y 2 F , then x; y 62 F . Then
by (ii), x=F 6= y=F .
Theorem 2.6. For each ultralter U of B(FS(X ));
FS(X )=U = (FD1 (YU )):
Proof. For each Y X , let Y=U :=fx=U : x 2 Yg. Observe that from Corollary 2.5 and
the fact that U is an ultralter, it follows that:
 For all x 2 X , x=U 62 f?=U;>=Ug i x 2 YU .
 For all x; y 2 YU , x=U 6= y=U , hence jYU =U j= jYU j.
 Since U is an ultralter, B(FS(X ))=U ) = f?=U;>=Ug, hence Dens(FS(X )=U ) =
FS(X )=Unf?=Ug.
 The set YU =U generates the upper bounded distributive lattice Dens(FS(X )=U ) =
FS(X )=Unf?=Ug.
Hence to complete the proof it suces to show that Dens(FS(X )=U ) is free in D1
over the set YU .
If YU = ;, then FS(X )=U = f?=U;>=Ug, hence
FS(X )=U = (FD1 (;)):
Assume now that YU 6= ;. Given L 2 D1 and a function f: YU =U ! L; consider the
function f0 :X ! (L) dened as follows, where ?L denotes an element not in L:
f0(x) =

f(x=U ) if x 2 YU ;
?L if x 62 YU :
Then since (L) is a Stone algebra, f0 extends to a homomorphism
h0: FS(X )! (L):
For all x 2 YU ,
?L <f(x=U ) = f0(x)6f0(x) = h0(x):
Hence, since h0(x) 2 B((L)), we have h0(x) =>L.
On the other hand, if x 2 X nYU , then h0(x)=f0(x)=>L. Therefore we have that
h0(Y U [ (X nYU ))f>Lg, and by Corollary 2.3 we obtain that h0(U )f>Lg.
It follows that for a; b 2 FS(X ), a=U = b=U implies there exists c 2 U such that
h0(a) = h0(a) ^ >L = h0(a) ^ h0(c) = h0(a ^ c) = h0(b ^ c) = h0(b):
Hence the mapping
h: FS(X )=Unf>=Ug=Dens(FS(X ))! L
given by h(a=U ) = h0(a) for all a 2 FS(X ) is well dened and it is a bounded lattice
homomorphism that extends f. Moreover, since YU =U generates Dens(FS(X )=U ), h
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is the unique extension of f. Hence Dens(FS(X )=U ) is the free bounded distribu-
tive lattice over YU =U . Since by Corollary 2.5(iii) jYU =U j= jYU j, Dens(FS(X )=U ) is
isomorphic to FD1 (YU ).
Proof of Theorem 0.2. Recall that the Stone space of the free Boolean algebra over
X is the Cantor space 2X . Each member of 2X can be identied with the characteristic
function of a subset of X . Hence identifying the points of 2X with the subsets of X ,
the theorem follows at once from Lemma 1.2 and Theorem 2.6, by taking into account
Remark 2.1.
Since the weak boolean products over nite discrete spaces coincide with direct
products, as a corollary we obtain Theorem 0.1.
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